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In this paper [and in Joshi et al. (1972) which is a sequel to this paper] 
a new style of formal grammar called String Adjunct Grammars (AG) has been 
studied. The rules in an AG have a character essentially different from the 
"rewrite rule" in a Phrase Structure Grammar (PSG). Such a study of formal 
grammars of different styles is of great interest because each style is well 
suited for characterizing certain aspects of natural language structure but 
has inherent difficulty in characterizing certain other aspects. Several sub- 
classes of AG's motivated by strong linguistic onsiderations have been studied. 
Linguistic relevance of these grammars and other grammars uggested by this 
study has also been discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A study of different styles of formal grammars is of great interest because 
each style is well suited for characterizing certain aspects of natural language 
structure but has inherent difficulty in characterizing certain other aspects. 
One striking example is the difficulty of characterizing in a Phrase Structure 
Grammar  (PSG) the notion of the head (or center) of a constituent. Also PSG 
permits, in principle, an unl imited amount  of hierarchical structure since 
new nonterminals can be freely introduced in a PSG.  This  often leads to 
awkward structural descriptions and rules (such as "prun ing")  arc needed 
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to get rid of the excessive hierarchical structure. Another major difficulty in a 
PSG is that the relational and categorial aspects are both subsumed under 
the "rewrite rule" and this makes the statements concerning the relational 
aspects (and therefore also the verification of certain restrictions) unneces- 
sarily complex in a PSG. This also suggests a study of formal grammars 
with mixed types of rules in order to take advantage of different styles 
(Joshi, 1969; Levy, 1970). One of the main objectives in linguistics has always 
been to set up classes of grammars which have no more power than necessary 
and which also can characterize differen t aspects of natural language structure 
in a natural way. 
The class of grammars tudied here has been motivated by the type of 
grammar proposed by Harris (1962, 1968). These grammars also arose out 
of an attempt to formalize certain aspects of the type of grammar considered 
by Joshi (1962, 1968) for defining structures for the purpose of defining 
transformations and ultimately for constructing a transformational decom- 
position procedure. 
With this background and motivation, we will introduce in this paper 
a new style of formal grammars called String Adjunct Grammars (AG). 
Briefly, an AG consists of a finite alphabet, a finite set of strings on this 
alphabet, and a finite set of adjunction rules which states how certain adjunct 
strings are adjoined to certain host strings. The corresponding language 
called a String Adjunct Language (AL) is then defined as the set of all strings 
derived from a certain specified subset of the given set of finite strings. The 
rules in an AG have a character essentially different from the "rewrite rule" 
in a PSG (Chomsky, 1963). We shall study several subclasses of AG's all of 
which are motivated by strong linguistic considerations. 
In Section 2 we study a subclass of AG's called Local String Adjunct 
Grammars (LAG). An LAG is characterized by adjunetion rules which 
localize the adjuncts in the host. The corresponding class of languages (LAL) 
is a new and interesting subclass of context-free languages, in Section 3 
we study distributed adjunct grammars (DAG) which are a generalization of
LAG's in the sense that the adjunctions are not necessarily localized in 
the host but are allowed to be distributed over the host in some specified way. 
The corresponding class of languages (DAL) is a subclass of context-sensitive 
languages and it carries over certain characteristics of context-free languages. 
Decision problems and closure properties are studied in Sections 4 and 5, 
respectively. In Joshi et al. (1972), which is a sequel to this paper, we will 
study equational representations of LAG's, some other classes of AG's, 
and discuss in some detail the linguistic relevance of these grammars. 
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2. LOCAL STRING ADJUNCT GRAMMARS 
2.1. LocaI String Adjunct Grammar 
We will define a Local String Adjunct Grammar (LAG) as follows: 
Let A = {a 1 , a S ..... am} be a finite alphabet. Let X be a finite set of finite 
strings on A and let Z~ C Z be adistinguished set of strings on A. We will 
call Z the set of basic strings and Z~ the set of basic center strings. We will 
define a local left adjunction rule lij ~ as a 3-tuple (el, at, lk) , where (r i ~ Z, 
aj e Z and lk is a point of adjunction in ai.  We will call ei the (basic) host 
of lij k and aj the (basic) adjunct of l.i~. The point of adjunction I k of li~ k refers 
to the point of adjunction which is to the left of the k-th symbol of the host ai 
where we associate with each string ~i e Z, a i = aqaq "" ai~ ; ai~ ~ A, and 
j = 1; 2,..., n, 2n points of adjunction, one to the left and one to the right 
of each aij • Note that a i :/: e, the null string. A local right adjunction rule 
rije is similarly defined as a 3-tuple (~r i , a~, r~), ai E Z, a~- ~ X and r~ is the 
point of adjunction of ri~ ~ and refers to the point of adjunction to the right 
of the k-th symbol in the host ai • In general, (el, ai, se~) will denote a local 
adjunction rule ui~. I f  ui~ is a local left adjunction rule then se~ = l~ and if 
uo.e is a local right adjunction rule then ~e = re .  Finally, we have the 
following: 
DEFINITION 2.1.1. A Local String Adjunct Grammar (LAG) G is a 
6-tuple, G = (A, 27, Z'c, Z~, Z~, J), where A is the alphabet, Z is the set 
of basic strings, Z c is the set of basic center strings, Z h is the set of basic host 
strings, X~ is the set of basic adjunct strings, and J is a finite set of local 
adjunction rules. Z h = {~i I(ai, at,  ~:~) e J}, Z~ = {a t I(ai, at,  ~k) ~ J}, and 
Z -~ X~ k) Z'~ W Z'~. Further, Ze may contain e but e ~ Zh- 
Given o r, Xh and Z a are completely specified and Z = Z~ w Zt~ w Z~. 
Further, the alphabet need not be explicitly stated. Hence, unless otherwise 
necessary we will write G as a pair (Xc, J) instead of a 6-tuple as in the 
definition above. 
EXAMPLE 2.1.1. Let G = (Z~, J), where Zo ={abc}, and 
J = {u t =(abc,  pq, q), u z = (pq, pq,/2)}. 
(We will write uij~ as just u. The indexing of u's in J is arbitrary and is merely 
for convenience. ) Here Ze ={abc}, Zn -- {abc, pq}, Z~ =- {pq}, Z = {abc, pq}. 
Note that abc is a basic center string butpq is not. u 1 is a local right adjunction 
rule and u2 is a local left adjunction rule. Here A = {a, b, c, p, q}. 
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2.2. Local String Adjunct Language (LAL) 
The meaning of an adjunction rule, say, u =(cr i ,  a~, l~) is that from ai 
we can derive a new string by adjoining aj to the left of the k-th symbol in ai • 
Thus, for example, if u = (abc, t, 12) we can derive a string atbc. However, 
in order to define the language L(G) corresponding to a given LAG G we 
must first define how the rules of adjunction are extended to derived (i.e., 
nonbasic) host strings and adjunct strings. The following example will 
illustrate the main idea. Then we will give a precise definition. 
EXAMPLE 2.2.1. Consider the LAG G in Example 2.1.1.27 ={abc, pq}, 
~,c ={abc}, J={u  l~- (abc ,pq , r l )  ,ue =(pq ,  pq,/2)}. From abc by one 
application of u 1 we obtain apqbc. We regard the points of adjunction of apqbc 
to be the same as abc, i.e., the positions to the left and right of the symbols 
a, b and c. Thus apqbc is a derived host and we can apply u z again, obtaining 
apqpqbc where the newly adjoined pq is immediately to the right of a. 
Again, starting with pq, by one application of u 2 we obtain ppqq. Since pq 
is both a basic host and a basic adjunct (in the same rule, in this example), 
ppqq is a derived host as well as a derived adjunct and hence it can be used 
as a host or as an adjunct or both in the rule u~. This allows us to derive 
strings pppqqq, ppqpqq, ppqppqqq, etc. Since all of these are derived from pq 
they can be used as adjuncts in u I , allowing us to derive apppqqqbc, appqpqqbc, 
appqppqqqbc, etc. I f  we use apqbc as a host in ul ,  we can also derive 
ap?pqqqpqbc, appqpqqpqbc, etc. Thus we can derive, for example, from the 
string abc e Z c the strings apppqqqbc, appqpqqbc, apppqqqpqbc, apqpqbc, 
apqpqpppqqqbc, etc. All these strings will be included in the language L(G) 
corresponding to G. 
Let G = (Xc, J) be an LAG. Then the ianguageL(G) is defined as follows. 
First we define 2 recursively as follows (in the following, a,j ~ A): 
~ ~. 62 .  (I) I f  ailai~ ".. ai,, ~ S then aqai2 "' a,~ 
(2) I f  ¢ldq¢2di~ "-" di ¢~+1 ~ £' and ~ldjfi2dj~ -" d~,~,+l c ~, where ¢ , ,  
~7~A*;  r = 1, 2,..., m + 1; s = 1, 2,...,n + 1, and (a i ,a j , l~)~J ,  where 
c~i ~ ai ai~ "'" ai~ and a~- ~ aj aj~ "" aj , then 
^ 
~ = Cadq "" CkT/lahr/2a~ "" aj,~?~+ldi~ ... di,~¢m+ 1 E Z. 
Similarly, for a right adjunction rule, i.e., if (a~, crj, rk) e J, then 
6q = ¢ldq ... ~ze~*hah~2a~2 "" aj~%+l~bk+a~ik+~ "" di~b,~+l e 2. 
(3) Nothing else is in 2 unless it follows from 1 and 2 above. 
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We say that ~ is derived from 4i by the application of the rule 
u, = (ai, c9, lk) and 4q is derived from 4 i by the application of the rule 
u= = (ai, a j ,  r~). We will write this as 4,  = ut(4i, G') and G = u,(&i, 45). 
Now let 
2(&)  = {e L e e 2 ;  e = ¢la,~¢~a~ ... Ga, ,G÷,  ; 
ai~ai= "'" a i rEZc  ; C jeA* ; j  = 1, 2,..., r + 1}. 
Clearly £'(Z'c) __C 27. We are now ready to define the language L(G) generated 
by G. 
DEFINITION 2.2.1. Let G = (Zc, J) be an LAG. Then the local string 
adjunct language (LAL) L(G) is 
L(G) = H(2(2~)), 
where H is the homomorphism H(ai) = ai , H(di) = ai , ai ~ A and H is 
extended to sequences on ,4 w A where .4 = {di I ai e A}. 
In other words L(G) is precisely the set of strings on A such that each 
string in L(G) is derived from some basic center string a E Z'o. 
EXAMPLE 2.2.2. Let G be the LAG in Example 2.1.2. Then L(G) = 
c v a(p v q)* b, where we have used the notation of the regular expressions. 
EXAMPLE 2.2.3. Let G = (X~, J), • = {ab}, J = {u 1 = (ab, ab, rl) }. 
This grammar generates the language L(G) = {w 1 w is a string on A; the 
number of a's in w is equal to the number of b's in w and for any initial proper 
substring of w, the number of a's is greater than the number of b's}. This 
language is context free and is known to be nonlinear (Schiitzenberger, 1961). 
EXAMPLE 2.2.4. Let L = (a(ab)* b) + (where w + = ww*). The following 
is an LAG G for L. G = (Z'~, J), where Z', = {ab, aabb, abab} and the rules 
in J are as follows: 
u 1 = (abab, ab, q),  u2 = (abab, ab, rl), ua = (abab, ab, ra), 
u 4 = (abab, aabb, r~), u 5 = (aabb, ab, rl), u6 = (aabb, aabb, q).  
EXAMPLE 2.2.5. Let L ~ (a(ab) + b) +. Then G = (Z'c, J), where 
Z~ = {aabb} and J = {u 1 = (aabb, ab, q),  u 2 = (aabb, aabb, q)}. 
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It is easily seen that• (1) for any LAG G, L(G) = ~ if and only if Zc = ~ ; 
(2) the null string ~ is not in L(G), if E q~ Z~ ; (3) Z~ may contain E but ~ ~ Zh 
[since ~ ~ Z,  does not buy anything, we may assume that E ~ Z , .  Henceforth, 
unless otherwise specified, we assume that E ¢ Z~, i.e., e eL(G)]; (4) L(G) 
is finite if and only if Z~ n Z~ = ;~. 
DEFINITION 2.2.2. For any LAG G we define inductively the set of 
effective rules for G as follows: (1) For any u = (ai, a~-, ~:~) E J, if a~ 6 Z~ 
then u is effective. (2) For any u ~- (~ri, aj, ~)  ~ J,  if there exists an effective 
rule v = (am, cry, ~:~,)'such that a i = a~ then u is effective. A rule is 
ineffective if it is not effective. Then the ineffective rules can be removed 
without affecting L(G). An LAG G is effective if and only if all rules in J are 
effective. 
Remarks 2.2.1. (1) In the generation of a string in L(G) we observe that 
once a string is adjoined to a host then the adjunct string cannot receive any 
further adjuncts. In other words a string which is to become an adjunct 
string must acquire all its adjuncts prior to its being used as an adjunct string. 
(2) Let w be a string inL(G) derived from some string ~ ~ ~'-~. The generation 
of w does not begin, however, with the basic center string (unless, of course, 
w is just a basic center string itself or a center string with adjuncts which 
themselves do not receive any other adjuncts). We have to start from the 
"innermost" adjunct (adjuncts) and work our way "inside out" and finally 
use the basic string which is to become the center string of w. (3) During 
the generation if a host string receives two (or more) adjuncts then we have 
the following two situations. I f  the two adjuncts are adjoined at distinct points 
of adjunction of the host, then clearly those adjuncts can be adjoined in any 
order. However, if the two adjuncts are adjoined at the same point of 
adjunction o f  the host the order is significant, Let u 1 = (ai, aj ,  ~)  and 
U2 = ((ri, era, ~lc) be two rules. Let ~k =/1 ,  for example. I f  ul is used before 
ue then we obtain ajaracr i ; but if u 2 is used before u 1 then we obtain araa~cr i . 
In other words, the adjunct adjoined later in the derivation is closer to the 
point of adjunction in the host (to which it was adjoined) than the adjunct 
adjoined earlier in the derivation. 
2.3. Tree Representation for a Derivation in LAG 
Let G = (Z~, J) be an LAG. Let the rules in J be arbitrariIy numbered 
ul ,  ue ,..., un • In the discussion below, strictly speaking, we should refer to 
strings in ,~, but for convenience we will refer to strings in H(z~). A tree 
representation for the derivation (generation) is constructed as follows. 
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Let a host cri receive adjuncts, say, eJl ' ~ ' " "  aJ~ at points of adjunction 
s~l, ~:1~ ,..., ~k~, i.e., we use rules ui~ = (crib, aj~ , ~k~) c J, l = 1, 2,..., m. 
We represent this as in Fig. 1. Now any two adjuncts adjoined at two distinct 
points of adjunction can be adjoined independently- and the order of 
application of the corresponding rules of adjunction is irrelevant; but it is 
necessary to put an ordering to consider unambiguity. However, the order of 
application of the rules which refer to the same point of adjunction is 
significant in the sense that two different orderings correspond to two 
different derivations (more precisely, two different equivalence classes of 
derivations). Hence, we will adopt the following convention. We impose 
a "right" to "left" ordering on the points of adjunction of a host ~i, i.e., 
a branch labeled (ui, : ~:k~) is spatially to the right of the branch labeled 
(u~ : ~:%) if and only if (a) k r > ks,  or (b) k r : ks,  ~ : rk ,  and ~k~ = l% 
or (c) se~ = ~:% . Then ui, is applied before u i .  
By adopting the above conventions we have in effect defined an equivalence 
relation on the set of derivations of a string in L(G). The tree representation 
of a derivation with the above conventions will be called a right-to-left 
(r-l) tree representation. Thus the tree representation of a derivation of a 
string in L(G) is a rooted tree and the string labeling the root is in Z' c . 
cr] o-- ~j o-j 
r~ I ~J 2 . . • r~ m- I  ^m 
U i2 :~k  2 
Uirn_l: ~¢km_ I
o,,'ek, \ \ / / U'mekm 
FIG. 1. Right-to=left convention. 
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Fro. 2. 
(I) 
U5:J~ 2
(3) (2) 
Pq ?pq 
U3: r l~ /3  : r I 
{9} (81 (71 I ut : r2 (6) | (5) t t r s  .c~ul 4 .~ rs pq 
04 : : : U 2 : /U I / :  : / /  
/ 
(IO1 obc 
r-l Tree representation f a derivation of w in Example 2.3.1. 
EXAMPLE 2.3.1. Let G = (Z'~, J) be an LAG, where Z' c = {abc}, and 
the rules in J are u 1 =(abc ,  pq, r2), u2 = (abc, rs, r2), u s = (pq, pq, rl), 
u4 = (abc, t, 11) , and u 5 = (pq, t, 12). 
Then w = ttabrsppqptqqrspqc is a string in L(G). Figure 2 shows an l-r 
tree representation of a derivation of w. We have numbered the nodes for 
convenience. Nodes 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 are terminal nodes. Node 10 is the 
root node. The derived strings corresponding to the nodes of the tree in 
Fig. 2 are as follows: (1) t, (2)ptq, (3)pq, (4)ppqptqq, (5)pq, (6) rs, (7) rs, 
(8) t, (9) t, and (10) w = ttabrsppqptqqrspqc. 
2.4. Local String Adjunct Languages and Context-Free Languages 
In this section we will show that the set of local string adjunct languages 
(LAL)  is a proper subset of the set of context-free languages (CFL).  
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THEOREM 2.4.1. Every LAL is a CFL, i.e.,for every LAG G a context-free 
grammar (CFG) G' can be effectively found such that L(G) ~- L(G'). 
Proof. Let G =(Z ' , , ] )  be an LAG. For every a i ~aqaq- - .a%~Z,  
a ikeA,  define 5i = BiBi~ ""Bi ,  • Let Wi -- {Bq, Bi~ ..... Bi,~} and 
W = ~)~z  Wi, i.e., W is the set of all B i ' s  and Bi~ = B~- implies that 
i= jandr  =s .  
Now construct a CFG G' = (VN, Vr,  P, S) where Vu and V r are the 
nonterminal and terminal alphabets of G', respectively, P is the set of 
productions ("rewrite rules") of G', and S e VN is the initial symbol. Let 
V r = A and Vg ~ {S} w W and let the productions P of G be defined as 
follows: 
(1) S- -+S ieP  iff a ie~c,  
(2) B~k --> B~k6 j e P iff (ai,  aj ,  rk) e J, 
(3) B6o -+ 5jB~. e P iff (~ ,  aj ,  lk) e J, 
(4) Bik -+ aik. 
It  can be shown that L(G) = L(G'). | 
EXAMPLE 2.4.1. Let G = (St ,  J)  be the LAG in Example 2.2.1, where 
X e ={abc}, and J --  {u I ~- (abc, pq, rl) , u 2 = (pq, pq,/2)}. Then a 1 -~ abc, 
5x ~- BllBl~B13 , ~2 = Pq, 52 = B21B22 • We now have G = (VN , VT , P, S), 
where VN~-{S,  Bll ,B I~,Ba~,Bh,B@,  and V r ~ {a, b, c, p, q}. The 
productions P are S -~ BI B~2BI~ , Bx~ --~ B1B21B.2~ , Beg --~ B21Bz2B2z , 
Bll --+ a, Bx~ --+ b, BI~ --+ c, Bz~ ~ p, and B h --+ q. 
We now show that there are CFL's  which are not LAL's.  
LEMMA 2.4.1. Let G = (Z~, J) be an LAG. Then there exists an integer 
p(>O) such that for each string z eL(G),  with its length I z ] ~ p, 
z -~ wluw2,  1 <~ J u J <~ p, wl ,  w2 e A*,  
and 
wlukw2 eL(G),  k >/0. 
[Compare with Lemma 3.4.1, and with an analogous result for CFL, see 
Ginsburg (1966, p. 84).] 
Proof. Let G = (Z~, J) be an LAG, and let 
p ~ max{I ,~ I} + 1 
tri~ 
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Hence, if z EL(G), Iz  ] > p, then z is not a basic center string and it must 
be a derived center string. Clearly, in the derivation of z at some point an 
adjunct was adjoined such that the adjunct string was a basic adjunct string 
and not a derived adjunct str!ng. Hence, we can write z = wluw ~ such that 
w 1 , w 2 E A*, 1 ~< I u 1 ~< P and there exists an adjunction rule,, say, ut with 
u as a basic adjunct string, and ut is used in the derivation of z with u as an 
adjunct string. Then, certainly, the string z without the adjunct is also in 
L(G), i.e., 
wlw2EL(G). 
Also at the point in the derivation where u, was used with u as an adjunct 
string, u t could be applied arbitrarily many times, i.e., 
wlu~w2EL(G), k > O. | 
THEOREM 2.4.2. There is a CFL which is not an LAL. 
Proof. Let L ={a~b~ln  ~ 1}. L i s  CFL. Let L be LAL  and let 
G = (2~e, J)  be an LAG such that L(G) ~- L. Since L is an LAL, Lemma 
2.4.1 holds and let p be the integer specified in Lemma 2.4.1. Now consider 
strings of the form 
z = aVb p, ] w J =2 I )>p,  p >/ 1., 
Hence, we can apply Lemma 2.4.1, and write 
z =wluw~,  1 ~ tu l  <~P 
and 
wlukw~ EL(G), k >/O. 
Case 1. u -~ a ~, 1 ~ i ~ p. Therefore z = a~aiaV-~-ib ~,for some l, and 
a~(al) z~ a~-g-ib ~ EL(G), k ~ O. 
i.e., 
ar-~b ~ EL(G) (for k = 0), 
which is a contradiction. 
Case 2. u ~ b i, 1 ~ i ~ p can be similarly eliminated. 
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Case 3. u ~ aib ~, 1 ~ i + j <~ p. Therefore z --  a~-iaib~b ~-~ and 
a~ai(aibi) k b ~-~ ~ L(G), k >/O, 
which is a contradication because we have a string of a's and b's mixed, e.g., 
for k = 2, a~-iaib~aib~b -~ ~L(G) ,  i.e., a~b~aib ~~L(G) .  HenceL(G) v ~ L. | 
Some other examples of CFL's  which are not LAL 's  are 
EXAMPLE 2.4.2. L = {a~cbm l m >~ 1}, L = {a~b~anb ~ i m >~ 1, n >~ 1}, 
etc. 
There are linear (nonregular) CFL 's  which are not LAL 's  (Hart, 1972). 
3. DISTRIBUTED STRING ADJUNCT GRAMMARS 
3.1. Distributed String Adjunct Grammar 
In Section 2.1 we defined an LAG G ~- (Z~, J), where Xc is the set of basic 
center strings, and J is the set of "local" adjunction rules. The adjunction 
rules in J were called "local" because each rule, say, u~--~ (cri, e~., se~) 
allows us to derive from the host ai a new string, say, %,  by adjoining aj at 
see in al,  and the symbols of the adjunct string aj appear in the new string % 
contiguously. In fact, ~ is either to the left of %,  or to the right of % or is 
properly nested in %.  We now generalize the adjunction rule in such a 
manner that the symbols of the adjunction string appear in % not necessarily 
contiguously in %.  We will call such a rule, a "distributed" adjunction rule. 
Of course, we will put certain quite natural restrictions on how the adjunct 
string is to be "distributed" over the host strings. 
DEFINITION 3.1.1. A distributed adjunction rule dijk is defined as a 3-tuple, 
(a~, (~j.), seT~) where a i ~ 27; aj ~ Z'; (~g) denotes a specified segmentation of 
~., i.e., (a:-) = (ej~)(~j~) "'" (e:n) and aj = or3 aj~ "" a~= ; see is an adjunction 
"vector," se~see2 "- see, sel~'s are the points of adjunction of a~ and ~:~e = Ik~ 
or rk~ , 1 ~ h i ~ m, k i ~.~ ki+l, and if k i = h i+ 1 then sek~ = 1~, and 
e]c i+ I - -  Yki . 
In other words, in dijk, ai is the basic host string e i ~ N; as in Section 2.1, 
a~ = aq "" ai~ has 2m points of adjunction, one to the left and one to the 
fight of each symbol in e i . a s c Z' is the basic adjunct string of di~ ~ ; but 
unlike a local adjunction rule, in a distributed adjunction rule, a certain 
segmentation of a:-, 
O'j ~-  %.10"j2 O ' Jn ,  
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into n segments i  specified. Further, unlike a local adjunction rule, G is not 
just one point of adjunction of ¢i but it is a sequence of n components, 
~:el&2 "'" ~:G where each ~,  is a point of adjunction of ai. We will call ~e 
the adjunction vector. ~ has n components if the specified segmentation of ej 
is in n segments. 
The meaning of dijk is as follows. From the host a, we can derive a string, 
say, a~, by adjoining the segments of crj, i.e., ~- ,  qq ,..., ~r3- ~at the points of 
adjunction ~:kl, ~ ,--., ~G of ai,  respectively. That is, we distribute the 
specified segments of ¢j over ei at the points of adjunction ~:~, ~:k2 ,..., and 
~:~ ; the j-th segment is adjoined at ~kj. 
The conditions on the components of the adjunction vector ~:~: assure that 
the segments of oj, i.e., ¢q,  ¢3~ ,..., aJ~, are not permuted while being 
adjoined to the host. Thus in a~, ah appears to the left of ~ if and only if 
t < s. Further, the number of components of ~ is at most equal to 2m, the 
total number of points of adjunction of the host ai • 
We also note that a local adjunction rule is a special case of a distributed 
adjunction rule where ~rj has only one segment, ~- ~ ~3t and ~:k has only one 
component, ~:~. 
We will let ui~ or just u denote an adjunction rule, local or distributed. 
In di~ we will often write the segments of ~- and the components of ~ 
explicitly, i.e., di~ = (ai, (¢q)(aq)"" (a~), ~:~ "" ~G)" 
DEFINITION 3.1.2. A Distributed String Adjunct Grammar (DAG) G 
is a 6-tuple, G = (A, 2J, Z , ,  Zh, Z~, J), where A is a finite alphabet, Z 
is the set of basic strings, Z, is the set of basic center strings, Z~ is the set of 
basic host strings, Z'~ is the set of basic adjunct strings, and jv is a finite set 
of adjunction rules (local or distributed). Z = Z' c u X~ u Z'~. Z'~ may 
contain e but e ~ Z~. 
As in the case of LAG's, unless otherwise necessary we will write G as a 
pair (Z~, J) instead of a 6-tuple. 
EXAMPLE 3.1.1. Let G = (Z~, J) be a DAG where Z~ =-{abc}, and 
J = {U 1 = (abc, (p ) (qr ) ,  7"1/3) , u 2 = (pqr, (p ) (q ) ( f ) ,  111213) }, z~ h = {abc, pqr}, 
Z~ = {pqr}, Z ={abc, pqr}, and A = {a, b, e, p, q, r}. Note that in u 1 and 
uz we have the same basic adjunct string pqr but the segmentations of pqr 
in u 1 and u z are not the same, 
EXAMPLE 3.1.2. Let G = (Xe, J) be a DAG where Zc ={abc, efg}, 
and J = {u 1 ~- (abc, (e)(fg), 1112), u 2 = (abc, (ef)(g), lll~), uz = (efg, st, r2) }. 
Note that ul and u 2 are distributed adjunction rules while u z is a local rule. 
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Also in u 1 and u2 we have the same adjunct string efg but segmented differently. 
Both in u 1 and us, efg is segmented into the same number of segments 
(two), and the adjunction vectors are also identical. However, the two rules 
are distinct. 
We note that two adjunction rules (local or distributed), us -~ (ai, (aj), ~)  
and ut = (~i', (aj,), ~:k') are not distinct if and only if a i = ai ' ,  % = ~rj,, 
(aj) = (%-@ and ~:k = ~:k', where (~5)= (%") means that ~j and ej, are 
similarly segmented in Us and ut, respectively. 
3.2. Distributed String Adjunct Language (DAL ) 
As in Section 2.2, in order to define the language L(G) corresponding to 
a given DAG G, we must first define how the rules of adjunction are extended 
to derived (i.e., nonbasic) host strings and adjunct strings. After giving an 
example in order to illustrate the main idea, we will give a precise 
definition. 
EXAMPLE 3.2.1. Let G = (X~, J) be a DAG, where X~ ~- {abc} and 
J = {u 1 = (abc, (p)(q), 1,13), u 2 = (pq, (p)(q), rlr2), u 3 = (pq, rs, r2) , ua = 
(rs, t, &)}. 
From abc by one application of u 1 we obtain pabqc. The points of adjunction 
ofpabqc are the same as in abc, i.e., to the right and left of a, b, and c. Applying 
u 2 to pq we get ppqq and applying us again to ppqq we obtain pppqqq. Since 
this is a pq-derived string, pppqqq can be used as a derived adjunct in u 1 with 
the parentheses placed in such way that the adjuncts of the symbols in the 
first segment ofpq are enclosed in the first set of parentheses and the adjuncts 
of the symbols of the second segment of pq are enclosed in the second set 
of parentheses. Hence, the derived adjunct pppqqq in ul with parentheses i  
(ppp) (qqq). Using this derived adjunct and applying u I to the host abc, we 
obtain pppabqqqc. Applying u 4 to rs, we obtain rts. Using rts as a derived 
adjunct in u a and applying u 3 to pq, we obtain pqrts. Using pqrts as a derived 
adjunct in u 2 with parentheses appropriately placed, i.e., (p) (qrts) and 
applying u2 to pq we have ppqqrts and using it with appropriate parentheses, 
i.e., (pp) (qqrts) as a derived adjunct in ul with abc as a host, we obtain 
ppabqqrtsc. Some other strings in L(G) are pppabqrsqqc, pppabqrttsqqc, etc. 
The main idea is that when a derived string is segmented each segment 
contains all the adjuncts (and adjuncts of adjuncts, etc.) of all the symbols 
in that segment. Note again that we do not allow adjunction to a string once 
it is adjoined to some other string. Hence, as in the case of a local adjunction 
rule, a string which is to become an adjunct string must acquire all its 
adjuncts prior to its being used as an adjunct string. 
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Let G : -  (27~, jr) be a DAG, We can now define 2 and Z(2e)  as in Section 
2.2. First we define Z' recursively as follows. For any string ~r~ = a~ai~ "" a~,~, 
a~) ~ M, j = 1, 2,..., m, let Cr i = (di~)(~/i~) "'" (a~). Similarly, for any string 
(~) = (~) (%)  -.. (%), (~) = (~; ) (~)  ... (~;). 
(1) If aiaq "'" ai~ ~Z then (di~)(~,~) -" (di~) ~2.  
(2) I f  at e 2 and (%-) - -  (¢y~)(¢~) "" (%.) then (O~) e 2. 
(3) Let ~- : (fli)(fii) ""(B~), 
e~ = (y;~)(r~)"" (~;.)(~;~)(y~) .... (y~,)""  (y~l)(y;o~)"'" (y~,~,), 
where 
and 
1 <~u <~m; l<~f<<tj ;  l<~v<~n; g,,~, v, ~ ~A*;  
ai~ , aj~ s E _d; ai~ai2 "'" ai~ = (ri E ~;  
ah  ah~ . . .  ah~ a~a~ ~ .. .  a~t~ .. .  a~ay~ .. .  ay~,n -= ~r~ ~ .S; 
(a~lla~12 ... aj1~)(%1% ... a j2,) . . .  (a j~o'"  a~) = (~j). 
I f  d'i, ~- e2  and (~ri, (aj), ~:k) ~ J, then 
~ = (~) (~)  ..- (A~,) ~ 2 ,  
where for each ~,  1 ~ a ~ m, 
(I) if there is a k r such that k~ = ~ and 
(I.1) ~ = l~,, then 
~o~ ,=" ¢iaH(TjrlTJ~2 "'" TJrt r) aia~io: ' 
where H is the homomorphism which removes the parentheses and the 
marker ^ , i.e., H(a i )  = a i ,  H(dt~) = a , ,  a~ e A, H(( ) = ¢, H( ) )  = ~ and 
H is extended to strings on A U A U {( , )}, where x/___ {~ [ a, ~ A}, or 
(1.2) ~ =r~, then  
~ = ¢, ~; H(~;~, . . . .  ~%) ~i~, 
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(2) otherwise, 
Nothing else is in ~' unless it follows from (1), (2), and (3) above. 
As in Section 2.2 we now have 
h = 1, 2 ..... r; ¢j e A* , j  = 1, 2,.., r + 1; aqai~ "'" age  2c}" 
We now define the language L(G) generated by a DAG G. 
DEFINITION 3.2.1. Let G = (Xe, J )  be a DAG. Then the Distributed 
String Adjunct Language (DAL)L(G)  is 
L(G) -~ H(2(~Y~)), 
where H is the homomorphism defined above. 
Note that in Definition 2.2.1, H erases the mark ^ . In the above definition 
H not only erases ^  but also erases the left and right parentheses. 
EXAMPLE 3.2.2. Let G be the DAG in Example 3.1.1. Then 
L( G) = {ap ~+"~+'"+n~bq "~r~q"~r 2 "" q~r~'~c l 
n~ >/O, i=  1,2 ..... m;m >/1}. 
EXAMPLE 3.2.3. L1 =- { a~bnc~ I n >~ 1}, L~ = {xx R ] x ~ AA*,  x R = 
reversal of x}, L a = {xx j x E AA*}, and L~ = {arabic" [p > max(m, n)} 
are all DAL's.  
THEOREM 3.2.1. The class of LAL 's  is properly contained in the class of 
DAL's. 
3.3. Tree Representation for a Derivation in a DAG 
The tree representation of a derivation in Section 2.3 can be extended to 
a DAG with the following modifications. Note t~hat if (~ ,  (~j), ~)  ~ J, ~k, 
the adjunction vector may have more than one component. Let V be the set 
of all adjuneti0n vectors for a given DAG. 
(1) We will call two adjunction vectors ~ and ~l (for some ai ~)  
64312xlz-2 
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disjoint if and only if ~ and f~ have no components in common. ~:~ and ~:t 
overlap if they are not disjoint. 
(2) We will call two adjunction vectors ~:k and f~ (for some ai E 2:) 
strongly disjoint if and only if (a) ~:~ and ~:~ are disjoint and (b) for all ~s ~ V 
(for the same ~i), (~:~ ~ ~k, ses 4: ~), ~s does not overlap both s~ and ~:z- 
EXAMPLE 3.3.1. G = (Z~, J )  where 270 = {abcd} and J = {u 1 = (abcd, 
(a)(b), 1112) , u2 = (abcd, (e)( f) ,  lal,) , u s =(abcd, (g)(h), 12l,) , ua = (abcd, 
( j)(k), rzra) }. Here (/1/2) and (lj~) are disjoint but not strongly disjoint as 
we have (l~l~) which overlaps both (/i/z) and (la14). (1112) and (r2r4) are both 
disjoint and strongly disjoint. Note that (/2/4) overlaps (lllz) but does not 
overlap (r~r4). 
We now adopt the following convention. We impose a "right" to "left" 
ordering on the set of adjunction vectors of a host ai • Let ~k = ~:~1~ "'" ~k  
and scs : ~81~82 " ' "  ~8~t. Then a branch labeled (uik : ~%) is spatially to the 
right of the branch labeled (u~, : f~) if and only if 
(1) ~k and ~:s are strongly disjoint and (a) km> Sn, or (b) k~ : s n 
and ~ : r~  ; or 
(2) sek and ~s are not strongly disjoint, and ui~ is applied before u i .  
With this convention we have defined an equivalence relation on the set 
of derivations of a string L(G). A tree representation of a derivation with 
the above convention will be called a right-to-left (r-l) tree representation. 
The tree representation of a derivation of a string in L(G) is a rooted tree 
and the string labeling the root is in 270 . 
EXAMPLE 3.3.2. Let G be the DAG in Example 3.2.1.2J c = {abc}, and 
J = {u 1 = (abc, (p)(q), 1113) , u 2 = (pq, (p)(q), rlr~) , u z = (pq, rs, rz) , u 4 = 
(rs, t,/2) }. For pq we have two adjunction vectors ~:~ = r 2 and ~:~ = rlr ~ in 
u 3 and u~, respectively. ~:~ is to the "right" of ~s. Figure 3. is an (r-l) tree 
representation for a derivation of w ~L(G) where w = pppabqqqrttsc. The 
derived strings corresponding to the nodes of the tree in Fig. 3 are as follows: 
(1) t, (2)t ,  (3)rtts, (4)pqrtts, (5)pq, (6)pq, and (7)w = pppabqqqrttsc. 
3.4. Distributed String Adjunct Languages and Context-Sensitive Languages 
In this section we will show that the set of distributed string adjunct 
languages (DAL) is a proper subset of the set of context-sensitive languages 
(CSL). 
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/4  t (2) (1) /0 
u4 h~2~ : '~2 
(3) rs 
us:r 2 
(~) pq (5))) pq 
f 
UI:2 I 
,bc 
(6?pq 
r-l Tree representation for a derivation of w in Example 3.3.2. 
THEOREM 3.4.1. Let G be a DAG. Then L(G) is a CSL (in fact, a deter- 
ministic CSL). 
Proof. The proof consists of showing that there is a deterministic linear 
bounded automaton M such that T(M)  = L(G), where T(M)  is the language 
of M (we omit the details). The idea behind the proof is that a good string 
of length n requires the application of at most n -- 1 adjunction rules. | 
Lemma 2.4.1 can be easily generalized to DAG's. 
LEMMA 3.4.1. Let G be DAG. Then there exists an integer p > 0, such 
that for each word z, I z l  ~ p, zeL(G) ,  is of the form 
Z --- XlUlX2U 2 " '"  XmUmXm+ 1 
for some m>~ l, x ieA* ,  i= l ,  2 , . . . ,m+l ,  u jeAA* ,  j= l ,2  ..... m; 
1 • [ ulu ~ "" Um [ ~-~ p, and 
XlUlkXzU2 k "" x~umkxm+l eL(G), k >~ O. 
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THEOREM 3.4.2. There is a CSL which is not a DAL. 
Proof. Let L ={a n~[n /> 1}. Let G =(27c , J )  be a DAG such that 
L(G) = L. Then Lemma 3.4.1 holds and let p be the integer specified in 
Lemma 3.4.1. Let 
W = a (~+1)~. 
Clearly, w~L(G), [w[ >p,  and hence from Lemma 3.4.1, we should 
obtain another string, say w', from w by deleting substrings whose total 
length is not greater than p. But the string nearest (in length) to w is a*~; 
and hence 
(p+l )2 - -p2>p or 2p~I  >p 
and we have a contradiction. Therefore, L is not a DAL. 
That L is a CSL can be shown by either constructing a CSG for L or by 
constructing a linear bounded automaton which recognizes precisely L. | 
Some other examples of CSL's which are not DAL's are 
EXAMPLE 3.4.1. L1 = { as~n) I n /> 1, f(n) is a polynomial in n of degree 
greater than 1},L 2 = O~>l {(anbn) i I i ~ 1}, andL~ = (Jn~>x {(an) / bn[ i >/1}. 
3.5. Ambiguity and Inherent Ambiguity 
Based on the discussion in Sections 2.3 and 3.3 (concerning tree represen- 
tation for a derivation) we can introduce the following definitions analogous 
to those for CFG's and CFL's. 
DEFINITION 3.5.1. A DAG (or LAG)G is ambiguous if and only if 
there is a string w eL(G)such" that there are at least two distinct (r-l) tree 
representations for derivations of w. 
DErI~ClTION 3.5.2. A DAL (ox LAL) is unambiguous if and only if there 
is a DAG (or LAG) such that L(G) = L and G is not ambiguous. Otherwise, 
L is inherently ambiguous, . . . . .  
THEOREM 3.5.1. There are languages which are inherently ambiguous in the 
class of CFL's but which are" unambiguous in the class of DAL's. 
Proof. Let L = {aibJc k 1 i,j, k >/ 1, i -~ j or j = k}. It is known that L 
is inherently ambiguous in the class of CFL's (Ginsburg, 1966). First we 
show that L is a DAL. Let  G = (Z c , J) be a DAG, where ~r c = {abc, abcc, 
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aabc, aabbc, abbcc} and J ~= {u 1 ~-(aabbc, (a)(b), llla), u 2 = (aabbc, c, rs), 
u a = (abbcc, (b)(c), l~14), u 4 = (abbcc, a, ri), u 5 = (abcc, c, r~), and u 6 = 
(aabc, a,/1)}- Then L(G) = {a~b~c  ] i = j or j = k, i, j, k ~> 1} = L. Thus 
L is DAL  (it can be easily Shown that L is not an LAL). The above DAG is, 
however, ambiguous because any string inL of the form aibJe ~, i = j = k >/2  
has two distinct (r-l) tree representations. 
However, it is possible to construct an anambiguous DAG G as follows. 
Let L 1 = (aib~d l i >~ 1}, L2 = {a~bjc ~IJ > i; i , j  ~ 1}, La = {aib~d IJ < i; 
i , j>~ 1}, L 4={ajb ic  i l j> i ; i , j>~ 1}, and L 5={ajb ic  ~] j< i ; i , j>~ 1}. 
For each Lk,  k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, we can construct a DAG G~ = (Z~ k, f~). 
As an example, take L 2. Then G 2 = (Xc 2, j2), where Z ' ,~{abcc} ,  
J~ = {u s =(abcc ,  (a)(b)(c), lfl2l~), ue = (abcc, c, r4) }. Here X 3 ~ {abce, abe, c}. 
5 Now L = [.)k=l LK and a DAG for L can be obtained by putting together 
the DAG's  Ge,  k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. This is possible because the rules J~ do 
not interact with any rule in J~ (s =/= k). Thus let G = (Z'0, J), where 
2,  ~ {)sk__z ~Z~ k and J = 1.)~=1 f~- It is easily seen that L(G)  ~ L (see Section 
5 for closure properties). 
But L~ (3 L, = ;~, k @ s, i.e., the Lk's are mutually disjoint and since 
each one of the G~'s is unambiguous, G is unambiguous also. Hence, L is 
unambiguous in the class of DAL's.  | 
L = {a%~c~'d ~' [ n = n' or m = m'; n, n', m, m' >/ 1}, which is known 
to be inherently ambiguous in the class of CFL's  (Parikh, 1961), is 
unambiguous in the class of DAL's  [see also Gross (1964)for an example 
of a language which is inherently ambiguous in one class but unambiguous 
tn another]. 
4. DECISION PROBLEMS FOR DAG's  
We will use the Post Correspondence Problem (PCP). Let the correspond- 
ences be (xi ,  Yi), i = 1, 2,..., n and x i ,  Yi ~ {a, b} +, i = 1, 2 , . ,  n. We use 
the fact that whether there is a solution to PCP is recursively undecidable. 
THEOREM 4.1.1. For any DAG G whether L(G) is (a) empty or (b) infinit e 
is recursively decidable. 
Note that the corresponding results hold for CFL's  but both these problems 
are recursively undecidable for CSL's. 
Proof. Let G = (2:c, J)  be a DAG. L(G) is empty if and only if Z'~ is 
empty, which is decidable. L(G) has infinitely many good strings if and only 
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if for some cr i e 27e, cr i -/= ¢, there is a rule (ai ,  a j ,  ~:~) e J, ~. # ¢, which is 
decidable as both k'~ and J are finite sets. | 
THEOREM 4.1.2. Whether the intersection of two DAL 's  
reeursively undecidable. 
Proof. Let  G 1 = (Z, 1, j1) be a DAG with the alphabet 
is empty is 
A =- {a, b} k) {cq I i = 1, 2,..., n} 
and with the requirement that Z 1 = 27~ 1 = {aixi [ i = 1, 2,..., n}. Let  
J~ = {(~,x~, (ai)(x~), rfl2 ) [i, j = 1, 2,..., n}. Similarly, let G 2 ---- (Z, 9', f ' )  be 
a DAG with the same alphabet A, and Z ~ = 27~ 2 = {ai Yi I i = 1, 2 , . ,  n}. 
Let f f  = {(a, Yi , (~J)(Y~), rfl~ 1i, j = 1, 2,..., n}. 
Then L1 n L~ = ~ if and only if there is no solution to PCP. | 
THEOREM 4.1.3. Whether the intersection of two DAL 's  is a DAL is 
recursively undecidable. 
Proof. Let  G 1 = (Z, 1, j1) be a DAG where the alphabet 
A -= {0, 1, a, b) u {ai J i = 1, 2,..., n), ~x ----- {0 1 ~,x, [ i = 1, 2,..., n}, 
and 
]~ = {(o i ~ix, ,  1 o, r~) ( i = 1, 2,..., n) u {1 0, (1)(0), r~Z~)) 
u {(0 1 ~ixt, 0,/1) [ i = 1, 2,..., n} w {(0 1 ~ixi, 1, ra) I i = 1, 2,..., n) 
w {(0 I a ix, ,  (~j)(x~), rfl4) t i, j = l, 2,..., n}. 
Let  G2(So ~, j2) be another DAG where the alphabet is the same as in G 1, 
and 
X~ 2 ---- {a, Yi ] i = 1, 2,. . . ,  n), 2~ ~ = ~ k) {0 1}, 
p = ((~, y , ,  (~j)(xj), rA)  { i, j = 1, 2 , . .  n) 
w {(0 1, (0)(1), rl12)} u {(a, y i ,  0 1, ll) l i  = 1, 2 . . .  n}. 
The main point of this construction is that 
where 
L(G1) t3 L(Gz) -~ L • M (set product of L and M) ,  
L = U {(0q')m I m ~ 1} 
i~ l  
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and 
M = the set of solutions to PCP. 
Thus L(GI) ~ L(G2) is empty if and only if there is no solution to PCP. 
Clearly, if L(G1) c3 L(G~) is empty then it is a DAL.  We want to show that 
ifL(G1) ¢3L(G2) is not empty then it is not a DAL.  By using Lemma 3.4.1, 
it can be shown that L is not a DAL,  and also that L '  M =L(G)= 
L(G1) c3 L(G~) is also not a DAL.  We omit the details. | 
THEOREM 4.1.4. Whether a CSL is a DAL is recursively undecidable. 
Proof. Take L(G1) and L(G2) in the proof of Theorem 4.1.3. L(G1) and 
L(G2) are DAL 's  and therefore also CSL's. But CSL's  are closed under 
intersection. Thus L(G1)nL(G2) is a CSL. Hence from Theorem 4.1.3 
we have the result. | 
5. CLOSURE PROPERTIES OF LAL 's  AND DAL's  
5.1. Closure Properties of LAL's 
We first consider closure under the operations union (w), set product ('), 
and Kleene closure (.).  We do not know as yet whether or not LAL 's  are 
closed under these operations. The following example illustrates the 
difficulties. 
EXAMPLE 5.1.1. Let G 1 = (22e 1, J1) where 
4 1 = {abc), and j1 = {u 1 =(abc ,  pq, @). 
Let G 2 = (Z'c2 , j2) where Z'c 2 = {abc}, and j2 = (ug =- (abc, rs, rl) }. Note 
that 221 = {abc, pq} and 222 ={abc,  rs}. Thus, L(G1) ~ a(pq)* bc and 
L(G2) = a(rs)*bc. In order to construct an LAG for L(G1)uL(G2) we 
cannot just put together the basic strings of G1 and G2 and the rules of G 1 
and G2, i.e., if G~ = (Z, 3, j3), where Z'~ 3 = •1 t j &2, J3 == J1 ~ J2, and 
X3 = 221 td 2 2, then clearly L(G3) # L(G1) u L(G2) because L(Ga) contains 
strings such as, for example, apqrsbc which is not in L(G1) u L(G~). This is 
because abc is a basic host in G 2 and therefore arsbc is a derived host in G~ ; 
but  then it can be used as a host in G 1 and we can obtain apqrsbc. 
Thus, we must distinguish abc as a host in u 1 ~ j1 and as a host in u~ a j2. 
We can do this as follows. In G 1 , by one application of u 1 a j1 we obtain 
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apqbc. Now, suppose instead of u x ~ j1 we have a rule u 1' = (apqbc, pq, rl) , 
we will be able to derive in G 1 all strings in L(G1) , provided we add to 2:1 
(and also to Z, 1) the string apqbc. Thus let GI '= (~1o' , j l '), where 
Z~" = {abc, apqbc), j1, = {uz,, = (apqbc, pq, rl)}, and 2: v ={abc,  pq, apqbc}. 
ThenL(G1) =L(Gt '  ). Now if we define G 3 = (2:3, if), where 2:e 3 ----- Xc 1' u 27e 2, 
j3 = jv  u j2, and 278 = X 1' u 2:z, then , 
L(G3) = L (G ' )  u L (G  ) = L (G  ) u L(G2), 
as there will be no interaction between the rules of j2 and ~.  
Of course, if G 2 contained apqbc as a host or an adjunct of some other rule, 
then by following the same procedure as above for G 2 we could have con- 
structed a G~' equivalent o it, etc. This example points out a possible way 
of proving the closure properties (the same kind of difficulty arises for set 
product and Kleene closure). As yet, we do not have proofs along these lines. 
However, we conjecture that LAL 's  are closed under these operations. 
In Section 3 of Joshi et al. (1972) we consider a new class of string adjunct 
grammars which is closely related to LAG's.  The closure properties for this 
new class can be easily established. 
THEOREM 5.1.1. LAL 's  are not dosed under intersection (c~). 
Proof. Let L 1 = aa*bb* and L~ be the language in Example 2.2.3. Then 
L =L  l c~L~={a~b ~[n~ 1}. 
But L is not an LAL,  by Theorem 2.4.2. | 
5.2. Closure Properties of DAL's 
Remarks in Section 5.1 apply here also and we do not know as yet whether 
DAL's  are closer under ~3,., and . .  However, we conjecture that they are 
closed under these operations. 
THEOREM 5.2.1. DAL 's  are not closed under intersection and complemen- 
ration (--1). 
Proof. Let  
L1 = {0*li~0ql~20 ~ ....l~0~'q * m >/0;  ij > /0 ; j=  1, 2,..., m} 
and 
L2 = {0qlq0'H ~ ..... 0'~1 *m [ m >/ 1; i~ /> 1;-j = 1, 2,..., m}. 
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Then 
L1 n G = L = U {(oqn) ' l i >~ 1}. 
n~l  
It can be shown that bothL  1 andL 2 are DAL's.  By using Lemma 3.4.1 it can 
be shown that L is not a DAL. L, the complement of L is, however, a DAL. 
This can be seen as follows. Let 
L~ = {e}, L.2 = 1(0 v 1)*, L~a = (0 v 1)* O, 
L~ = (Oqs(O v 1)* L i >~ 1,j = i 4- 1}, 
L~ 5 = {(0 v 1)* 0JVl i ~> 1,j  = i + 1), 
L~, = {(0 v 1)* 10iF(0 v 1)* [ i  >~ 1,j = i + 1}, 
G,  = ((o v 1)* voq(o v 1)* l i >~ 1;j = i + 1}, 
L~8 = {(0 v 1)* 0V0J(0 v 1)* r i >~ 1,j = i + 1}, 
and 
L~ = {(0 v 1)* 0q~0(0 v 1)* ]z ~ 1,j = i + 1}. 
Then 
9 
i=1 
For each L~ it is possible to construct a DAL  Gi such that L(Gi) = L~,. 
It is possible to construct hese Gi's in such a way that for all i :# j 
Hence, no interaction will take place if all these Gi's are put together, and 
9 
the resultant grammar, say, G, will be a DAG for U i= lL~.  We omit the 
detailed specification of Gi's. | 
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